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Developments and current trends

Publishing in scientific journals is one of important results produced
by researchers. Little is known about the structure of Russian publi-
cations: regional and institutional distribution of authors, language of
publications, leaders in publishing of results, etc. The purpose of this
research was to find such information and analyze it.

A search of abstracts was performed by using “SciFinder Scholar” ––
a program for accessing information in databases CAPLUS (created by
Chemical Abstract Services, USA) which covers 8000 journals and other
related to chemistry publications, and MEDLINE (produced by U.S.
National Library of Medicine, covers 3900 biomedical journals).

Typical problems of analysis: databases are in English, and Russian
authors use different letters to describe their home place. Also, infor-
mation is being added daily to the databases, even for previous years.
Howeve, this does not change the whole picture.

The literature from 1992 to 1999 was analyzed in the first part of
the presented work.

There is a constant increase from 23725 publications in 1992 to
33549 in 1996, then a drop in 1997 (32715) followed by increase to 35765
in 1998. In 1999 the number of publications dropped below 1996–1997
levels probably due to financial crisis in 1998.

A significant rise in biomedical activities is seen: from 364 articles
abstracted by MEDLINE in 1992 to 1729 publications in 1997.
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Analysis of publication languages gives interesting result: in 1992
there were 4914 documents published in English and 18750 in Russian.
In 1999 the ratio is 50:50. In 1995 many Russian journals started to
publish both English and Russian editions and English-based databases
consider those publications as English. Thus it is seen, that Russian au-
thors have been publishing majority of their papers in russian journals
and almost half of their publications do not have English translation.

To summarize this part: from 1992 to 1996 Russian biomedical and
chemistry scientists were increasing their publishing activity, and their
results were more and more available to non-russian speakers. In 1997–
1999 situation stabilized and became more dependent on smaller factors
and Russia s economical situation.

In the second part of this research, journal articles, reports and
reviews were considered only (no patents, books, etc) for 1999. It shows
the following picture:

1. Regional distribution of published papers: Moscow –– 10361, St.
Petersburg –– 3355, Novosibirsk –– 1567, Tomsk –– 542 (other regions
have much lower contribution).

2. Russian Academy of Science is a major contributor to publishing
activity and State Universities are second in Moscow, St. Petersburg
and Novosibirsk.

3. There is no disproportion in journals titles across the country.
Russian/English language ratio(see above) is the same too.

4. Many scientists published 10 or more research articles in 1999.
There are such groups in Tomsk, Irkutsk and N.Novgorod too. Many
leaders of these groups occupy “head of lab” positions.

To summarize the second part: total number of publications by
a city is in correlation to the number of scientists there. All of them
publish in similar journals. The above data can support the opinion that
Russian science is not being developed differently in Moscow compare
to other cities.

In conclusion, an overview of Russian publications in chemical and
biomedical literature for 1992–1999 is done. Russian science overcame
the transformation from Soviet Union times and there is a strong con-
tribution of non-capital researchers now. There were lots of tremen-
dous changes in Russian science in 1992–1996. During last three years
situation relatively stabilized and new changes will depend on future
development of Russia.
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